Become a Facewatch Accredited
Partner - It’s a game-changer
for Retail Security
Become a Facewatch Accredited Partner today
and profit from this new market opportunity
Stopping theft and improving working conditions for shop employees is
crucial to ensuring that your retail customers prosper on the high street.
Facewatch is the first facial recognition system for use in the retail sector that is GDPR compliant and proven to
reduce crime. Facewatch is sold as a licensed solution, using standard HD cameras. DVS has become the first
Facewatch distributor: together we are building a new network of Accredited Partners to sell and support this
game-changing technology.

Benefits of becoming a Facewatch Accredited Partner:

The retail crime headlines:

• Your opportunity to be one of the first to enter this new market

• Overall cost of retail crime £1.9Bn

• Guaranteed recurring support income for licence lifetime

• £700m of retail crime is reported

• 3 years’ guaranteed sales commission on every licence sold

• 90% of theft is unreported

• Full training and support from Facewatch and DVS

• 1.8% is the cost of this as proportion of turnover

• Sell an important new value-added solution to all your retail
customers

• 79% of crime is by repeat offenders

Facewatch is a cloud-based system that sends alerts
when a SOI (subject of Interest) enters a premises. An HD
camera is positioned over each entrance to scan every
customer entering the premises. If a customer is not
matched, their information is immediately removed from
the system. Full training is provided on the use of the
system to ensure compliance to all GDPR rules.
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Retail crime and violence towards shop staff continues to rise at a time when police resources are stretched.
Business are increasingly looking for ‘self-help’ solutions. Recent estimates put the cost of retail crime at £1.9Bn!
Read more in the British Retail Consortium’s (BRC) annual Retail Crime Survey report:
https://brc.org.uk/news/2019/the-19-billion-cost-of-retail-crime

To become a Facewatch Accredited Partner and to discuss this unique business opportunity, call DVS today
Training and demonstration days are available across the UK. To find out more and book your place with DVS call:
+44 (0) 2920 455 512 or visit: www.dvs.co.uk/facewatch

